More ways than ever to access your critical
business data.
If you’ve ever wondered who your Top Ten Spenders are, or what members should
be considered “At Risk”, or even if you’ve ever wanted to know more about Non
Members who have visited your club, our Reporting Tools will quickly give you access
to all of this information and much more. Within your Jonas Club Management
System there are several different reporting tools offered, and each can be placed
into one of three different reporting categories - Application Level, System Level, and
External System Reporting.

Reporting
Tools

Application Level Reporting
Our application level reporting tools enable you to delve deep into the information
you require. Most applications are pre populated with ready to run reports, but within
applications where you may want more detailed analysis, our Report Generator has been
built right in. The Report Generator tools reside directly within applications such as Club
Management, Payroll, Hotel Management, and Purchase Order, and enable detailed
reporting on that application specifically. For example, within the Club Management
Report Generator, you can quickly create a Special Occasions report which will output all
upcoming member birthdays, anniversaries, or other significant events.

System Level Reporting
Unlike our Application Level Reporting Tools which are already part of various
applications, our System Level Reporting Tools such as Master Generator, Flash
Reporting and Executive Dashboard function as applications themselves, and therefore
grant you greater access to system information. These three reporting tools are all able
to extract information from various areas of your Jonas Club Management system,
and offer you high level or detailed reporting functionality. For example, Executive
Dashboard provides you with overviews of various key business metrics, while Master
Generator enables you to create detailed reports on various system applications
including General Ledger and Point Of Sale.

External System Reporting
Our Application and System Level Reporting capabilities offer a wide variety of
possibilities to easily access and meaningfully present your Jonas information. To extend
these capabilities we also offer several built-in data integration tools and/or configuration
options that facilitate using your Jonas data within almost any third party reporting
tool (e.g. Microsoft Excel/Access or Crystal Reports). Foremost is our SQL Data Mart
application which has been designed to enable you to link your Jonas information
in real time and provide executive and detailed reporting in your third party
application(s) of choice.

For more information regarding Jonas Reporting Tools, please visit
www.jonasclub.com, email sales@jonasclub.com or call 1-888-789-9073.
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